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Preface

This report describes and discusses applications for a spreadsheet-based,
comprehensive "system description" of the quantity and flow of cocaine from

initial cultivation and processing, through international transportation, to
domestic distribution and consumption. This work was originally conducted
under RANEYs Arroyo Center and Project AIR FORCE. More recent efforts,
including refinements to the cocaine model and the development of similar

systems descriptions for the heroin and marijuana trades, are being jointly
sponsored by RANIYs A:royo Center and Drug Policy Research Center. This
study should interest policymakers and analysts supporting the National Drug
Control Program at the national level and others involved in resource allocation
for or analysis of the drug problem.

Project AIR FORCE and the Arroyo Center are two of RAND's federally funded
research and development centers. RAND's Drug Policy Research Center
(DPRC) is supported by the Ford and Weingart foundations.
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Summary

The United States has devoted substantial resources toward stemming the flow

of illegal drugs. Yet it is difficult to accurately characterize the drug system,
given that the production and trafficking of drugs are illegal enterprises cloaked
in secrecy. Gaps and inconsistunies in the picture of the cocaine trade increase
the difficulty of making good choices about resource allocation and drug fighting
strategies. They also make it more difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of

existing policies. While it is generally not possible to validate the basic
parameters of the drug trade, a better understanding may help policymakers, law
enforcement agencies, and analysts in evaluating and executing effective

responses to the drug problem.

Purpose

A comprehensive accounting framework for estimating the quantities and flows
of drugs would go a long way in providing such an undersnding. To this end,
RAND has developed-and this report documents-a computer spreadsheet-

based "system description" for the cocaine trade. This system description serves
as a database and an analytical tool It comsists of four interrelate
spreadsheets-a database and three others that mirror the general pattern of the
heroin trade: production, transportaion and US. distributimo. The database

provides primarily production-related data from 1985 through 1991. This report
also provides detailed information on how to use the model. The spreadsheets
are available for either IBM (DOS) or Apple-based machines upon request to
RAND.

Approach and Application

Using information available in the open literature, we constructed an end-to-end
description of the cocaine trade with an emphasis on quantities entering the
United States. Despite the fact that data are limited, we were able to tell a

reasonably comprehensive story. Moen importantly, the system fraewwork has
given us (and any other user) a means to pool information from various sources
while mposing ccmsbtency on these disparate data.
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To examine the potential utility of this tool, this report details three distinct but
related applications: improving the estimation processes, conducting sensitivity
analyses, and guiding planning and assessment. In improving the estimation
process, an analyst can use the comprehensive framework to evaluate
assumptions or data in terms of their downstream effects on other indicators.
Sensitivity analysis can be used to understand the import of certain parameters
versus others (this may be helpful in allocating intelligence resources, for
example) and to evaluate first-order effects of change in the system, such as an
eradication program.
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1. Introduction

Background

The priority afforded to reducing illegal drug use in the United States increased
considerably during the 1980s. This emphasis is evidenced by federal spending
on anti-drug efforts, which increased from $1.5 billion in 1981 to a projected $12.7
billion in 1993, an increase of nearly 750 percent.1 Most of this funding has been
aimed at the cocaine trade. And even this increase in federal expenditures may
present only a partial picture, since some previously purchased resources have
also shifted to the drug war. The US. military's increasing role in anti-drug
efforts is a prime example.

The foundation for the US. military's involvement in the drug war was laid in
1981 when Congress amended the Posse Condmatus Act of 1878, paving the way
for the military to assist civilian law enforcement agencies in the drug war.2 By
the late 1980s, illegal drug trafficking was declared a threat to US. national
security,3 and Congress had expanded the military's role in the drug war by
mandating that the Department of Defense (DoD) play a leading role in at least
four broad areas: (1) equipment loans; (2) training of law enforcement agency
officials; (3) radar coverage of major drug trafficking routes; and (4) intelligence
gathering and dissemination. 4

Despite all the resources dedicated to stemming the illegal flow of drugs, the
basic data and analytical tools available to decisionmaker have important gaps
and limitations. For example, the government neither systematically estimates
basic quantities of cocaine consumed nor assesses the impacts of different drug
control programs.

1Offie of Nation Drug Cont Polcy (1"2), p. S. Thee was nearly a 400?pern tncrem
brom 191 to 1969. See CarpenAtwrad Rome (1990), p. 2.

2The Posra Adt of 1876 pbMt tiue of the nila for wdvilian law mnfor mt.
See Us. Cogress, House (19M).

3Prestdeutt Rogen signed a Natia Security De Directive (NSDD) in April of 1966 statfin
that the drug trade Is a tduuit to US. national security. See Rciebiurg (19866)

4 U.,. General Amzunttirg Office (1967), p. 2.
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Limitations of Current Information About the Drug
Trade

Owing in part to the clandestine nature of the drug trade and in part to the

fractionation of responsibility among both federal and state agencies, published

information about the characteristics of the drug trade is sketchy. Worse, the

published data often appear contradictory. This increases the difficulty of

making good choices about how and where to allocate scarce resources aimed at

reducing the problem. It also complicates the task of measuring the effectiveness

of chosen policies.

The existing estimates in the International Narcotics Control Strategy Report

(INCSR) and the National Narcotics Intelligence Consumers Committee Report

(NNICC) for the supply side of the cocaine trade, for instance, show significant

and persistent mconsistencies. 5 Figure 1.1 shows the high and low estimates for
the INCSR and NNICC for 1985 through 1989.6

700

0 INCSR low
6001 - INCSR high

0 NNICC low

c, *, NNICC low
.0-o

2 400

300j i
200 I I I I

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Year

Figure U1.-Cocaine Hydrochloride for Export: INCSR and NNICC Estimates

5 The INCSR is an annual publication of the Department of State. The NNICC is an annual
publcation of an interagency committee headed by the Drug Enfonrmcmnt Administration. The
inmnsistencies in the estimates are even more strikng for herom and marijuana production.

6For mot of these years, the INCSR provides only a point estimate, not a rnge.
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For cocaine production, the NNICC estimates have been consistently higher than
INCSR estimates. 7 The divergence over time between the two series has also
tended to increase: In 1985, the midpoint of the estimates in both series differed
by about 9 percent; in 1987, the difference was 32 percent. These differences have
become somewhat smaller since 1987, although in 1989 they were still greater
than 20 percent. In 1990, disagreements about estimates were relegated to
footnotes because a decision was made to report the INCSR estimate as the
formal consensus. 8

Numerous revisions of estimates have also been made within the NNICC and
INCSR series, again reflecting the uncertainties involved in producing such

estimates. The 1992 INCSR shows large upward revisions of prior-year estimates
of coca leaf yield, attributed to new data from field studies of the yield of mature
coca bushes. There have also been numerous revisions of prior-year estimates
without explanation: For example, 1988 Colombia cocaine cultivation was
reported as 27,000 hectares in the 1989 INCSR but then as 34,000 hectares in the
1991 INCSR.

Moreover, there is no apparent effort to reconcile or understand major
differences in estimates of production on the one hand and estimates of

consumption and/or numbers of drug users on the other hand.9 One result of
this disconnect, as shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3, is a picture of sharply increasing
supply of cocaine and decreasing prevalence since 1985.10 For instance,
according to the 1991 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse, most illicit
drug use in the United States has stabilized at the five-year low reached in 1990,
with about half as many users as in 1985.11

Although this apparent discrepancy might be partly explained by increases in the
average consumption of individual users (associated with the decline in retail

price and/or the increasing dependence of the user population), no estimates of
daily consumption levels per user have been offered to test this proposition.

7The reverse has been true for opium/heroin and marijuara estimates; INCSR estimates are
consistently higher.

8See Reuter and Ronfeldt (1992), Appendix, for greater detail on the trends and plausibility of
estimates for other drugs for which RAND has developed system descriptions: opium/heroin and
marijuana production.

9At times, production estimates have been denived from estimates of the numbers of users, with
the percentage from each source country estimated from ample analyses of seizures. This
methodology would ignore production-related intelligence, such as numbers of hectares cultivated.

10 ee Abt Associates (1991) for a comparison of the production and consumption based
estimates

11Press Conference Remarks of Secretary Louis W. Sullivan, summarized in U.S. Department of
Health and Human Seivices, "HHS NEWS,' December 19,1991. The National Household Survey on
Drug Abuse has been done annually since 1971; it is sponsored by the National Institute on Drug
Abuse under the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA).
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SOURCE: INCSR, vafous years.

Figure =.-Cocaine Production

Some or all of the difference may also be explained by increasing shipments to
other nations, particularly in Western Europe, where cocaine seizures rose from
less than 1 metric ton in 1985 to over 12 metric tons in 1990. This explanation
raises its own questions, however, since there has apparently not (yet) been a
significant increase in cocaine activity from the view of treatment personnel or of
individuals knowledgeable about street-level activity.12 A better understanding
of these differences is important for formulating national drug policy.

Nevertheless, the drug trade is a "system," and as such it is impossible, for
instance, to end up with more final product than the sum of the raw materials
with which it started.13 And, by the same logic, there should be some relation

121n -Current Activities and Priorities of the Pompldou Group, Decmer 1990. The
Pompidou Group comprises 20 wes.En Europmn countries plus Hungary and Yugoslavia Similar
observations were made by Dr. John Stnramg Contant Psychiatrist in Drun t the
Maudsley and Dethiem Royal Hospitals in London, advisor on dr ug dp•.= = tolthwe Unitd
Kingdom's Chief Medical Officer, and a member of the editorial board of the BrOi w banal Rff
Addictioms, during a presentation at RAND on April212,1992.

l,%• is meant as a general statement If• one is specifying a particular time period, some final
product could come from storage and not from the raw materials of that period, Itis also posble
that some of what is consumed as cocaine is active adulterant, such a proc•ane.
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between prevalence, or amount of drug consumed, and the amount of drug
produced or imported. The system description imposes a framework that either
forces consistency in assumptions or data or highlights sources of inconsistency.
Essentially, it is an elaborate accounting scheme for reconciling estimates of the
quantities and flows of drugs.

Purpose

This study provides deisionmakems and analysts a tool to assist in estimating
quantities and charting the flow of cocaine. The tool is a spreadsheet-based
model that provides a system description of the cocaine trade. In addition to a
mostly production-related database, the descriptive model contains three other
spreadsheets that mirror the general pattern of the cocaine trade: production,
international transportation, and U-S. distribution. The model is desgned to
allow users to substitute their own data or assumptions about parameters.14

14 9Ska systa dasatiorw have be e oe huiin and •mua See Odlituss
(1993e, b). Mlu -sr of desiptog makes it posbetoguta broadawpitureo~f 1willegadrugbade
and to exmmin subeutlttmilty among drugs
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Organization of This Report

Section 2 provides a narrative account of cocaine cultivation and processing.
This section provides some information about the underlying process modeled in
the spreadsheets. Section 3 gives a general "system overview" of the model, and
Section 4 discusses some of the possible applications the model could support.
Appendix A lists the regional organization of the United States used in the

model. Appendices B and C provide more detailed information about the
structure and operation of the spreadsheet model Appendix D presents a short

primer on the INCSR's data collection methodology, and Appendix E displays
the output from a simulation to test for the effect of propagating errors in the

model.
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2. The Cocaine Production Process

This section provides a brief overview of the cocaine production processes that
underlie the spreadsheet model It describes the steps in the process, the general
comversion factors as processing moves from stage to stage and some of the
uncertainties surrounding these factors, and summarizes the roles of various
countries in production and trasportL'

The first subsection provides a generic description of how cocaine is produced. It
describes the stages, ingredients, equipment, and time required for the vaious
stages. But the description is idealized in the sense that it does not take into
account any production differences that may occur in any of the cocaine-
producing countries. It also treats the process as though it took place in a single
location with no interruptions. But such is not always--or is even rarely--the
case. Production normally occurs in multiple ocatimons, and the second
subsection describes the varying roles of the different countries that participate in

the drug trade.

Producing Cocaine

How It Is Made

Manufacturing cocaine (cocaine hydrodholoride) from the coca leaf is a three-step
process. The primary raw material is the coca leaf, and the two intermediate
products are coca paste and coca base. Table 2.1 shows the three steps in the
production process and provides a general sense for the ingredients and time
required and the end product of a given stage (right column). The amount listed
for the product in the first row of each processing phase also gives a general
sense for the loss of weight (or yield) from the previous phase. Thus, 250 to 500
kg of leaf produce about 2.5 kg of paste, which in turn yield about I kg of base.
Yields at each stage can vary widely, depending o•n the leafs alkaloid content
(which is a function of the species and growing conditions), weather conditions

1For o'tsoverwv o woca ---- md - d t hude bt•t d ie manw me
pi~liuwdbdi U.S. Deparuneat of Jiado.M FrgAukbrdn ot a mot knk-pt

disoui of cae production in dhe Andmae�gio Mworman (1989U. o•oe a ov•ew of OW
atude in a puauftier y. m du NedwNed md-a1 I , Cam u C I Rqt, phUded

Dep u dof St. BUMu of hdmanlk=a NaOtiM Min.
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Table 2.1

Cocaine Hydrochloride Production

Amount (per
kg of C.HCI Pro hsin

Ingedent Requied' required)a Timeb Ei Product

Coca leaf 250-500 kg 3-5 days Cement or Paste
plastic pit

Potassium carbonate 301 Filte
Kerosened 501
Sulfuric acid 101
Sodium carbonate
Water

coca paste 2.5 kg 5-10 days Glamware Base
Sulfuric acid 500 ml Drying

tables
Potassium permringanateO 10kg Heat lamps
Ammonium hydroxide (electrical

soe)
Water Filter

Cocaine base 1-1.1 kg Cocaine
hydro-
ddodde

Ethyl ether 51
Acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, 51

benzene, or toluene
Hydrochloric acid 250 ml

aSOURCE. P ce=mmunication with Frank Sqpmau DEA, Offim of Controlled
Subsem, December 1969. Most of the cumicals have substituos and recipes differ.

bSOUR aste-Morals (1969), p. 71 (values are for Peru only); Defeme Scce Board
(1967), p. 34. BU--Defuse SdAce Board (1967), p. 34.

cSOURCE- Morales (1969) and Golob (1969), Amux.
dAthough less effective, aso•ie is a obstiut.
eoph nal w pu r •jty.

during harvest and processing, experience and skill of the "cooks," and quality of

chemicals.

The first step involves harvesting the coca leves, which can be done two to six
times per year. (A coca plant cultivated from seed will generally be mature and

ready for harvesting within 12 to 24 months.) TMa -mst abundant harvt
usual- occurs after the March rns. Once harvested, the ianves are dried, which
can take as little as a half a day with sufficient sun. Dried leaves can be stared for

long periods without losing much of their alkaloid cMonet 2

2 MmWle (1969, p. 75.
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The second step turns the leaves into paste. Today, most peasants who grow

coca also make paste, since the process is not overly complex. In addition, drug

traffickers realized it was more convenient to have peasants manufacturing paste
in small facilities, which are easy to construct and are more difficult to detect by

law enforcement agents than large centralized refineies.3

Although paste production is relatively simple and demands neither complex

facilities nor extensive expertise, paste quality can vary for many reasons. For
example, the ease with which alkaloid is extracted depends on the specific leaf

variety. In addition, sulfuric acid quality is important, as is the accuracy
achieved when combining ingredients in the mixing pits.4

In contrast to paste production, the next step, conversion of paste to base, is a
more sophisticated process. Instead of a cook, a chemist (a distinction some
regard as dubious) is required for quality control According to the Defense
Science Board, typical labs in Colombia can produce 500 kilos of base per week,

using about 50 laborers and one chemist. Colombia, the major processing
country, has both small (tens of kilos) and large (thousands of kilos) labs.5 Some
believe traffickers move from one to the other depending on their perceived

rILk. 6, 7 The final step converts the base to cocame hydrochloride. This stage is

also relatively sophisticated, requiring several chemicals to render the base into

cocaine. Cocaine Ha is the normal form of transport and use, although it can be
further processed into "crack" cocaine relatively easily.8

Who Does What?

The major coca leaf producing nations are Peru, Bolivia, and, to a lesser extent,
Ecuador and Colombia 9 Although coca has been grown in other areas of the

3The Panos Insttut (1990), .p.4

4 Morales repo that in Per, the mast •mn cau•e o•bad-quality pase Is the ue of a
lighter sulfuric acdd (Moral., 1969, p. 77).

SDefemse Science Board (1967), p. XL
6Trester (1990), p. A6.
7Cocane traffickers ae reportedly using aqueus solutiom of paste and base for storp and

trnsporUtn, known as qguoi.
$Conseusma to crack usually tks plaw in wral btdI ear the retail kve withi the U.S.

narket
Now. that ther 3 some concern that cm cultivation has spread to Brazil a wel. Whle them

have been eradication efforts in Brazil, we have not seen estrmbae of the total cultivated a Sme
believe that significant • qmlom into Brazil may be unlikely for political ad ewlrommutml emaor
ThW Brazilian go.0rnmentmaintains a stroig public security force and thmerefo rehas ter control
over its own boundare thn the Pe•viang oveament. Yieds per hectar a citical fact ocaine
amaufcte we mudh lower In Brazil became of the coca plat vaey that gprows thre. (enAIrks
ofMr. Ro-e-quII at the R seminar doctunted In Co. Pmdudim, Er das, ad
EnvbuMN.m M4ic, hIWpectdud Optkinm, p. M5)
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world-most notably Java, India, Ceylon, Africa, and Indonesia-the plant is of
lesser quality and is unsuitable for cocaine hydrochloride production. 10 Of the
more than 200 species of coca plant, only 17 can be used to produce cocaine, and
only two species contain relatively high levels of cocaine alkaloid. In 1985,
approximately 197,000 hectares were cultivated for coca; and in 1989, an

estimated 217,000 hectares were cultivated in the Andean region.'1 Peru is the
largest cultivator in the Andean region, with Bolivia growing approximately half
the Peruvian amount. Colombian cultivation is a close third (although the yield
is much lower), while Ecuadorian production is minimal by comparison. Other,
more limited information suggests a wide variation in estimates of cocaine
cultivation in both Bolivia and Peru. For example, in 1988 the Bolivian
government estimated cultivated area over 20 percent greater than U.S. State
Department values as reported in the INCSR (approximately 61,000 hectares
versus 50,000 hectares, including legal production).12 Other sources estimate that

in 1987 and 1988 Peruvian acreage devoted to coca cultivation was in the range of
100,000 to 500,000 hectares, with 200,000 being the nominal value. The INCSR
values for these years were 107,500 and 115,630, respectively (including 17,913
hectares for licit USe). 13

Estimates of coca leaf yields, which are applied to the areas cultivated to calculate
gross coca leaf production, vary as well. According to above-mentioned sources,
coca leaf yields per hectare generally range between 0.8 and 2.6 metric tons (some
jungle regions report 5.5 metric tons per hectare). U.S. sources use figures in the
range of 0.8 and 1.6, Colombia having the lowest yield and Bolivia the highest' 4

These figures vary depending on the altitude, plant variety, plant age, insecticide
use, and price of leaf (if it is too low, farmers do not harvest the crop).

Lack of Consensus on Productivity Factors

Table 2.2 presents some of the data we have collected; the range in values is quite
evident Between 1989 and 1990, the State Department's INCSR publication

10Co~s leaf is grown in deevatio tmingng f 1,000) to 6,000 feet and mom sewere daage if
temperatures fall below 55W1.

"11Some poron of this pmduction is for licit use. Licit production is used within the country for
inaietiction and tea, and it Is exported (to the United Stats among ohe•s) for use as a local
anesitetic

2jpVS (19@9), p. 9.
13Reinarks of Dr. Eduar'do Dedoya, Cocwn Prodzdioe, &smhistio, nd the Emirmaant: M4lc,

Inquc, and Optimn, Congressional Research Serice, August 1990, p. 6.
14Colombla's yields per hecme w low because of the variety of o•a plant that is primarily

cultivated in the southen reon. Colofan cca, eyihrey om var. Wilai or Anmmn comais
only about 025 percnt cocaine, whereas th average for Husnaw or Bolivian coca Is 0.63 peromt
cocaine.
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Table 2.2

Data =m Productivity and CAnwerslam Ratis

CIM
LA&t Las POWe BOW. (Coiuntry

Hectz lpwasteb Basc C.HCld Total)

Bolivia
1968 GOB U6 Chapare
1968 NNICC 1.4 500
1989 INCSR 1.6 Chapare (70%)

12 Yungas (30%) 75-110 2.6-3.0 1.0-1.1 195-365
1990 INCSR 1.4 110 4.0 1.1 485
DIRECO 2.4 96 1.0 2.5 240

Colombia
1968 NNICC 0.8 S0o
1989 INCSR 0.8 1.1 S0o
1990JNCSR 0.8 1.1 500

Ecuador
1988 NNICC 1.65 S00
1989 INCSR 5.5 jungles

1.65 mountains 100 3.0 1.0 300
1990 INCSR 1.5 180

Peru
1988 NNICC 1.0
1989 INCSR 1.0 200 2.5 1.0 500
1990 INCSR 1.14 115 28-30 1.0 334

Meti tokm of I.f yidd per heta.
bMetric tns of loa to yid cm meI to o ptstL
qMf trns of paste to yield oa metrie to of bren .
dMhti tns ofbme to yieldd e Isie ton o C.H
*stric ton

estimated that the productivity of Bolivian coca (in terms of cocaine
hydrochlide produced from coca 1e) increased by approximately 75 percent,

and their estimate of Peruvian coca productivity decreased by 35 percent.

The Los Angles Tim reported that new CIA studies found the cocaine trade to
be more sophisticated tha government experts previously believed. Mw studies
reportedly offered evidence that cocaine taffickers have found ways to produce

the drug more effidently thm in the past. For example, aording to the study,

they fomnd that a single hectare of coca, previusly believed to yield 1.5 kils of

cocaine, could produce as much as 2.5 kil.os)

LSeld PdM~ay 17, 190), p. A20.
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U.S. estimates of productivity factors are generally regarded as conservative.
According to the Panos Institute, Bolivian and Peruvian estimates of cocaine
production for 1988 were three times U.S. estimates.16

Cocaine processing does not necessarily take place in the country of origin.
Because Colombia has the financial resources, it has developed into the major
cocaine processing center. However, there is considerable concern that
processing will spread to nearby countries, such as Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica,
Paraguay, and Venezuela, and will be pushed back up the pipeline into Bolivia
and Peru as pressure on Colombian trafficking organizations increases.17 In
Peru, coca paste and base manufacturers have little trouble in obtaining
chemicals, such as kerosene, sulfuric acid, potassium permanganate, and
ammonia, since these are all produced in Peru and have too many commercial
uses to be controlled. However, imports of ether and acetone, two key chemicals
for converting base into hydrochloride, are monitored by the Peruvian
government Unfortunately, after acetone and ether have entered the country
and are resold, these controls break down.18 Key precursor chemicals, such as
acetone, ether, and sulfuric acid, are also smuggled across Bolivia's borders, and
the flow of essential precursor chemicals through Venezuela to Colombia and
other countries is of concern. 19

Table 2.3 lists the countries involved in the drug trade and briefly summarizes

their major roles. As an overview, three countries-Bolivia, Colombia, and
Peru-produce most of the cocaine. Considerable internal transportation of drug

products occurs as it moves through the production process. Once the cocaine is
produced, five other countries-Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico, and
Paraguay--largely serve a transport role, moving the drug from production
location to distribution centers in the market countriles.

16Ardila (1990), p. Z
17Gu81iott (1990), p. 19.
18&WpjbW NOwia Conro/ Stu•tW Rert, March 1990, p. 147.
191&., pp. 112 and 157.
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3. Overview of the System Description

RAN has developed a series of spreadsheets to model the cocaine production

process described in the previous section. We label these spreadsheets in the
aggregate a system description. This section provides a general overview of the

system description. The system description consists of four related spreadsheets,

which can serve both as a database and an analytical tool We designed

flexibility into the system description so analysts can easily substitute data or

modify asumptions.

Components of the System Description

While the specifics of the drug industries can vary, each follows the same overall

pattern, which provides the basis of our system description Figure 3.1 describes

the pattern and compares it with our system description components.

Pattem modee Copneft of sysem

W ovatioI -uYO'°ude r, • u I
by cyunorw

Intsrneboneltrf

T- by couri cutry

bo ndry-bytm n w omtc u b
- bytrutqMpotmd

I - by port of enty2111111
U.S. -strbution J

Figure 3.1-Pattern of D=ug Flow Campmed to Systm DemAiption
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The various activities or functions can be characterized as: production,

processing, international transportation, and domestic distribution (including
domestic production). Individual countries can be involved in any one or
combination of these activities. 1

Four computer-based spreadsheets form the system description for cocaine.2 The

first is a longitudinal Database, consisting primarily of production-related data

(from 1985) that are linked to the system spreadsheets and can provide the initial

conditions. An entry in the database is an observation for a specific combination

of year, country, source reference, and the low and high values for each source.

Production data are taken from the open literature, primarily the INCSR and the

NNICC.

Three system spreadsheets mirror the categories of activities noted above:

Production, International Transportation, and US. Distribution. The system
spreadsheets model the flows through the entire system for one year at a time; an

extract from the database spreadsheet can provide the initial conditions for a

given year, or the analyst can substitute others. The diagram on the right side of

Figure 3.1 provides a schematic of the spreadsheet structure.

Production Spreadsheet

The production spreadsheet begins with cultivated area and ends with an

estimate of the amount of cocaine hydrochloride ready for shipment to markets.

It builds the estimate of finished product using detailed parameters for each

stage in the cocaine manufacturing process and for each participating (or source)
country. Losses due to seizures, consumption, and so forth are accounted for, as
well as transfers of intermediate products between processing countries.
(Information about transfers of intermediate product can be useful for some
nontraditional program planning and assessment, as we discuss in more detail in

the section on applications.)

Built-in graphs show the gross and net production for each producer country at

each stage of the mnuufacturng process. Figure 3.2 is an example of a summary

graph that displays each country's -market share- for each stage of the

production process. For instance, Peru and Bolivia together account for about

1Not An o then acilti• w eleai w A- dros. Th* wOrd "MUt refer to a geoaphtic
boatfio and dom not kmply Uwt tie awe gorvewxlI -cIaudacdivit

2 fl* softwae is Exl, anW the niode can be made availabl for edwu PC or Maniontoh
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Figure 3.2-Procesing and Movement: Country Shares

90 percent of the market up to the last stage, when Colombia dominates virtually
the entire market.3

International Transportation Spreadsheet

The international transportation spreadsheet is the most complex of the
spreadsheets. It takes final product ready for export from the production
spreadsheet and estimates the amount successfully smuggled into the United
States. It comprises five different input matrices that systematically divide the
volume of drug from producer countries, to shipping countries, to markets,4 to
U.S. regions by transportation mode. Again, built-in graphs such as Figure 3.3
provide a variety of summary information.

One matrix takes the drug from producer countries and distributes it to the
shipping countries. For example, cocaine produced in Bolivia is shipped to
Colombia and Brazil. A second matrix takes the drug from the shipping

countries and distributes it to markets worldwide, including the United States.
A third matrix distributes the drug within the United States.

311 examplm in this report are for 1989.
4We have included storage as a mnarket" from which cocaine can be nude available for a later

year. For simplicity, we have provided one storage point, although conceptually there could be
storage at various stages in the system.
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Figure 3.3-Distribution of Cocaine Smuggling by US. Entry Region

At this point in the system description, the United States has been divided into

six regions (see Appendix A for a list of states composing each region).5 The

sources of cocaine vary among the regions, as do the primary transportation

modes. Another matrix defines the drug flow by transportation modes: land,

sea or air, and private or commercial carrier. Thus, according to the data we

have gathered, we can see that in 1989 the Southwest region has a !:)t of small-

plane traffic delivery and private surface transportation from Mexico, while the

Northeast gets most of its cocaine via commercial container cargo. The cocaine
arriving in most regions predominantly originated in Colombia, although the

final transshipment countries vary considerably. Venezuela is shown to be the

main supplier of many eastern parts of the United States, while Mexico is the

final source of much of the western US. supply.

The final matrix operating in this spreadsheet accounts for seizures, roughly

those drugs seized at the US. borders.

Sedleral seizr data anreco ed for tse tegioul.
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U.S. Distribution

The final spreadsheet tracks the domestic distribution of drugs.6 It begins with

the amount successfully smuggled into each of the U.S. entry regions.7 (As with

all of the spreadsheets, the analyst can substitute other estimates.) Interregional

transfers can be estimated, as can be losses-owing either to domestic law

enforcement or other removals or inventory losses. The spreadsheet has the

facility to include domestic production. This feature is not particularly relevant

for cocaine, but we have tried to preserve consistency with system descriptions
for other drugs, and one could conceive of some synthetic domestic production,

for example. Tables drawn from the spreadsheet generate an estimate of the total

quantity of cocaine available for domestic distribution by region. The user has

the option to further distribute regional quantities to cities within the region. The

cities listed have been identified as high-intensity drug trafficking areas by

ONDCP and/or as Level I or I cities (in terms of trafficking) by the FBI.

A final spreadsheet feature allows estimates of the numbers of individuals

involved in the trade at each level in the market and compares the supply-based

estimate of the number of users to the estimate from the National Household

Survey on Drug Abuse or some other exogenous estimate. The figure for

numbers of sellers starts with an estimate of the number of users and

incorporates informed guesses about how many buyers the average seller

services.8

Limitations

Limitations of the system description fall into two categories. The first is

analytic; it is a description and takes behavior as given. Second, it rests on

incomplete and often questionable data. (Of course, this same weakness is what
makes the system approach so usefuL)

From an analytic perspective, the framework is not adaptive. By itself, it cannot

provide information on how the system might respond to policy choices or

strategies. However, it can incorporate findings from economic and/or
behavioral models of particular sectors and show a first approximation of the

systemwide effect of policies directed at those sectors.

6 1Ths spreadsheet is provided for the sake of completenes becaus resourms are diststbued on
the basis of estiates about such fiows, and because omne users may hove remonable dat Daft
presented here codd fairy be caracteied as guesses.

7The U s. regions were takeW from the El Pao Intellig Center's Dru Movement Indicator
Proft and are the regions for wtich drug seizure dat are reported

OSee Moore (1977), Rater and Kleanm (1906).
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Also, the framework generally models drug flows in only one direction-from
production through consumption. This means if an analyst overrides the data in,

for example, the international transportation spreadsheet, the model will show

the downstream implications of the analyst's estimates (ie., the amount entering

the United States and distributed in the United States), but it will not

automatically show the upstream changes in production or processing estimates

required to be consistent with the analyst's data. However, we have
incorporated a recent feature of the Excel software--Goal seeker-that allows the
user to derive the upstream estimates that would be consistent with changes in

downstream data, albeit at a more aggregate level of detail

The model does not currently incorporate all inputs of potential interest.

Precursor chemicals have not been included as raw materials, although this may

be added as a modification. (Table 2.1 in Section 2 contains a list of precursor
chemicals.) The model also only estimates domestic labor in the US. Distributim

spreadsheet; it does not estimate labor in other stages of the system. Again, it is

certainly possible to add labor as an input for other sectors as well.

Finally, available information for each part of the system varies in both quality

and quantity. Area under cultivation may be estimated with tolerable accuracy,

given the central role of aerial surveillance, though weather conditions
apparently lower the quality of observation in Peru's Upper Huallaga Valley,

and source-country eradication efforts tend to increase efforts to disperse and

camouflage production. The sources of data on leaf yield per hectare are much
weaker; these can be obtained only through ground activities, and there may be

considerable variation both within and among primary growing regions.

Similarly, there is considerable uncertainty about the coca content of leaves from
different areas and about the efficiency of refining at different stages. There is

much understandable uncertainty about international smuggling activities,

although some information is available. Information on domestic consumption
(quantity consumed, not frequency of use) and the interregional transfer of drugs

within the United States is sparse to nonexistent.
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4. Applications for the System Description

The system description has at least three distinct, but related, uses: improving
the estimation processes, sensitivity analysis, and planning and assessment.

Improving Estimation

The imconsistency and frailty of estimates of production and consumption have
themselves become a serious issue for policy makers. Basic disagreements about
whether the drug problem is improving or deteriorating would be at least
partially resolved if it were possible to link indicators from different parts of the
system. The systems description forces consistency (which is not to be confused
with accuracy or validity) on the estimation process.1

It may well be that some inconsistencies are primarily a function of a heretofore
inadequate accounting framework. For example, some observers believe that the
European market for cocaine has expanded to a point now where it might
account for a substantial share of the additional production in the Andean region
estimated by U.S. agencies. The spreadsheets, by requiring additional cells to
account for shipments from the region to Europe, can impose that consistency
explicitly. The spreadsheets can also be used creatively to gauge the
reasonableness of such estimates or assertions. Substituting estimates of the
amounts going to Europe (instead of the United States), and seeing the
downstream prevalence in Europe that such a quantity implies, offers another
indicator (which could be compared with their official estimates) to test the
plausibility of estimates of drug quantities headed for Europe.

Sensitivity Analysis

Given the limitations of available data, one of the most important contributions
of the model-aside from imposing a logical/conditional framework on
disparate sources of information-is the ability to perfom parameter sensitivity

1These terns are often confused. Consistenc mems that the syste c d ion is fvee hmn
imternal contradktion. Accuracy meam that the model's numbers ae orrect in the sm that they
confotm to the truh, whidh we do not daim Validity refet to the fidelity of the model's
repreentation of the real world fom th perspectIw of the huended u- of the model.
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analysis easily. For instance, Table 4.1 illustrates the percentage change in the

three output measures for a 50-percent increase in selected parameter values.

Even from this limited analysis, one can dearly see that changes in some

parameters have a much greater impact on the "system" than changes in other

parameters. This information can be useful among other things, for allocating

intelligence resources. Knowing, for instance, that increasing the yield of paste
per unit leaf in Peru by 50 percent increases estimates of U.S. cocaine imports by

68 percent or estimated users by 88 percent suggests the importance of getting

that figure as correct as possible. On the other hand, eradication and producer-

country consumption figures are not particularly important in this case.2

Intelligence resources need to be allocated where they will produce the greatest

returns. Resources might be focused on the most uncertain parameters, but also

on the parameters that sensitivity analysis has shown to be critical in the

determination of the flow of cocaine to the United States. Of course, it is also

essential to consider the cost of attaining a given percentage reduction in the

parameter uncertainty.

Table 4.1

Sample Parameter Sensitivity Analysis: Percentage Change for a 50-Percent
Increase in Parameter Value

Percent Increase or Decrease in

Estimated
Grow Supply Cocaine Sent Number

Parameter Increased of Cocaine to the US. of Users

MT of leaf per hectare
Bolivia 20 19 25
Colombia 5 6 8
Peru 36 37 48

MT of paste per metric ton of lef
Bolivia 31 29 39
Colombia 11 12 16
Peru 66 68 88

Peru's leaf consumption -3 -3 -4
Bolivia's eradicated area -1 -1 -1
US. border seizures n/a n/a -15
Drug purity n/a n/a -30
Annual consumption per user n/a n/a -33

27he impact of certain paramete may eere somewhat tautnologicaL Peru for instance,
rep s almost 60 pecnt of the marke through the lef, paste, mid bme .t--es of proceNn so •t
is somewhat pedable ttchagves in the proomn p or Peru will have a fIae impact
on the "bottom line." On the other hand, other parametr could have had a muting or swampin
OP.-c
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Another type of sensitivity analysis might address the following type of question:

How much additional cultivated land would be required in Bolivia to replace a

50-percent loss of production in Peru, perhaps as a result of a good eradication

program? Using 1989 data, it would require an 84 percent increase in Bolivian

cultivation-from 53,920 hectares to 99,212 hectares. Some estimates of the

amount of time it would take to bring that amount of land into full production

and the amount of labor involved could be produced exogenously. These figures

could help illustrate the potential duration of the impact of an effective

eradication or substitution program in Peru.3

Planning and Assessment

Tracking regional flows serves a number of programmatic and analytic purposes.

For instance, it can help the analyst pay attention to the consequences of an

increase or decrease in production on the flows of traffic along different routes.

According to the data, most of the cocaine that comes to the United States

directly from Bolivia goes to the Southeast; thus, an increase in production or

direct distribution from Bolivia may have an effect on the flows into this region.

Likewise, evaluating assumptions in light of their differing impacts or

downstream indicators may help resolve disagreements or uncertainties about

particular parameters.

The system description also identifies quantities that may be of assistance in

assessing the effectiveness of programs. For instance, it might be useful to know

how many plane flights are needed to get Bolivian paste to Colombia, given
average loads and the estimate of flows. Our data indicate that Bolivian base

deliveries to Colombia totaled 300 tons in 1989 and are generally flown in 2-ton

shipments. So there would be approximately 150 flights, or roughly three per

week. How many flights is our intelligence network picking up compared with

this estimate? And, going back to sensitivity analysis, if there is wide variation in

the loads transported, as shown by seizure data, how would that affect estimates

of the amount of air traffic?

Finally, this framework may serve as a useful tool for better integration of

strategic intelligence and estimates between the law enforcement agencies (LEAs)

and the military or at least for facilitating a dialogue. The military is strategically
oriented and has a well-developed data collection and analysis capacity, while

3 Again, ths is a first-order appmoxtmtio.L Unlms r•suts from a behavioal model are expliTiy
incorporaed, the nmdel win not take accort of the Maea of adaptve or peaps pmptive
behavior on the part of the inca growers or traffickds to such a proganm.
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domestic law enforcement is naturally oriented more toward the short term and
is reactive. The system description may help the two sides develop a common
strategic focus and language of criminal methods and infrastructure.4

4We owe thanks to Mr. J. D. Davis, Coloel W. P. Lipke, and Lieutunt Cokoel Jim Cater of
the Army, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Ineigence, for raising our awareness of this issue.
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5. Conclusions

The amount of resources devoted to stemming the flow of illegal drugs into the
United States is substantial, and yet considerable uncertainty surrounds the basic
parameters of the drug system. This situation is ule given that the
production and trafficking of illegal drugs are generally conducted in secrecy.
Moreover, it is not generally possible for one to effectively evaluate the accuracy

of basic factors on the cocaine trade. Nevertheless, if policymakers, law
enforcement agencies, and analysts are to promulgate, execute, and evaluate
responses to the drug problem, the basic facts about the drug system need to be
understood as well as possible.

The model described in this report has at least three distinct, but related, uses

that can facilitate a more informed response to the cocaine trade. First, the model
can be used to improve the estimation process. Many estimates are published in
the public domain with little or no substantive explanation of how they are
derived. Consequently, it is almost impossible to evaluate the accuracy of many
basic estimates on the cocaine system. However, this model can be used to
evaluate these estimates by examining their perturbation on the system and
asking whether these perturbations are sensible (this is especially effective if the
analyst has relatively high certainty about some estimates, which can be used as
"constraints" on the system). Second, the model can be used to perfomn sen-
sitivity analysis. Since there is a lot of uncertainty over many of the estimates,
knowing which ones have the biggest impact on important outcomes in the
United States can facilitate a more cost-efficient allocation of analytic resourcm
Third, the model can be used as a tool for increasingly effective planning and
assessment. The model can help planners in their strategic framework by linking
assumptions on production to cocaine flows in the United States.
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B. More Detail About the Spreadsheet
System

This appendix describes the system model in greater detail and should be useful

for users, potential users, and anyone wanting greater specificity about the

system description. Appendix C is geared toward the actual user.

The Spreadsheets

A schematic of the spreadsheet organization is shown in Figure B.I where the

Linkages are denoted by an arrow. Because the data are sparse, the database

spreadsheets represented with shaded lines do not exist; they are included in the
figure for conceptual accuracy. The data contained in these spreadsheets come
primarily from the International Narcotics Control Strategy Rqpt (INCSR) and the
National Narcotics Intelligence Consumer Committee Report (NNICC). The

1985-1991

Production

__. I Data-eljI Internaionl

Wwdseet _

I Databhaa

U.S. disrbutijon

Figui Li-Spreadsheet Swndemlc
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production-related database contains data over several years, but the system

spreadsheets model the quantities and flows of drug for one year at a time.

Database Spreadsheet

The first spreadsheet is the database and is the starting point for the model; it

provides the initial conditions for the other spreadsheets. The user can also

substitute his or her own data. This spreadsheet, schematically displayed in

Figure BI., includes a glossary of terms, the database, a "criteria" range, and a

"data extract" range, which is linked to the next spreadsheet 1

An entry in the database is an observation for a specific combination of country,

year, source reference, and reference low or high value. Table B.1 shows a

selection of observations. Column A contains the country, column B the year,

and column C the source reference. 2 For each observation, over 25 data elements

or "fields" can be tracked. Table B.2 shows the list of data elements and their

definitions reproduced from the glossary in this spreadsheet.

Imm-m~t~

I b <

I (1985-1991)

I ExbWmi~nge

Figure D.2-Databm SpiWaheet Outline

rThee spreadsheets 1 The criteria rne is where the umer defne what data he or she
wano to etract from the datsbuue for hutmi , all observvao for Peru hnum 1964 to 1966. The
edract ran Is where the smet of data defiedi the crteria ran is dbpble

2the source reern muraunbenm e oded tD specific reports identified on the spreadshee.
These msurces xmain nformation on a varety of Inrou•nto catalogued in the databme. Sources
that ae used in a more limited way ar included in the other spradsheaes as notes behind the
relevant data cet(s).
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Table BI.

Observation Format

A B C

Country Year Refeerence
Peru 1988 [3) Low
Peru 1988 [3] High
Bolivia 1989 [1] Low
Bolivia 1989 [1] High
Bolivia 1989 (21 Low
Bolivia 1989 [2] High
Colombia 1989 [1] Low
Colombia 1989 [1] High
Colombia 1989 (2] Low
Colombia 1989 [21 High
NOTE Bracketed figures!I refer to specific sourc, e~g., INCR.

The last two areas in the database spreadsheet are devoted to defining and
extracting data from the database for use either in the system spreadsheets or for
summary statistics. 3 These areas are partially reproduced in Table B.3. The
criteria range is where the user enters the desired characteristics of observations
to be extracted. In our example, we have requested observations for 19%9 and the

low value for reference 2 (which is the INCSP, March 1990). By using the Excel
data extract command, the program places observations that meet the criteria in
the data extract range. It is the extract range that is linked to the Production

spreadsheeL This is the form of the criteria request that should be used if the
user wants the extracted data to be used by the system spreadsheets, although
any combination of year and reference may be used. Otherwise, if the user wants

to use the database in a stand-alone fashio, many creative combinations of

criteria can be applied.

Production Spreadsheet

The first system spreadsheet is the production spreadsheet This spreadsheet
begins with the cultivation of the necessary raw material and works through each

of the intermediate products where applicable. It also tracks interregiona
transfers of intermediate products. The production spreadsheet cncludes with

3A dat6m an pmovlie an analyst with mmummy ste•tdo about the data. For untamn, the
DAVERAGE function anbe seed to fInd the average cation arm fs all (or ome subset of) ti
observations in the datbase.
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Table 52

Cultivation and Conversion Factom: Cocane

Glossary
Variable Name Units of Measure Description

LEAFYIELD metric tons/hectare Amount of leaf per cultivated
hectare

LEAF2PASTE kg leaf/l kg paste Leaf to paste conversion factor
PASTE2BASE kg paste/1 kg base Paste to base conversion factor
BASE2C.HCL kg base/i kg C.HCl Base to C.HCl conversion factor
LEAF2C.HCL kg C.HCl/kg leaf Leaf to C.HCl conversion factor
CULTIVAREA hectares Cultivation area
ERADAREA hectares Eradication area
LEAFHARVEST metric tons (Cultivation minus eradication)

times yield
LEAFCONSUMD metric tons Leaf consumed in country
LEAFSEIZD metric tons Leaf seized in country
LEAFLOST metric tons Other leaf losses in country
NETLEAF metric tons Leaf harvest minus the three loss

categories
GROSSPASTE metric tons NETLEAF/LEAF2PASTE
PASTECONSUND metric tons Paste consumed in country
PASTESEIZD metric tons Paste seized in country
PASTELOST metric tons Other paste losses in country
NETPASTE metric tons Gross paste minus the three loss

categories
GROSSBASE metric tons NETPASTE/PASTE2BASE
BASECONSUMD metric tons Base consumed in country
BASESEIZD metric tons Base seized in country
BASELOST metric tons Other base losses in country
NETBASE metric tons Gross base minus the three loss

categories
GROSSC.HCL metric tons NETBASE/BASE2C.HCL
C.HCLCONSUMD metric tons C.HCl consumed in country
C.HCLLOST metric tons Other C.HCl losses in country
C.HCLXPORT metric tons C.HCl available for export

the amount of cocaine hydrochloride that is ready for export to various markets.

Data are presented on

* hectares cultivated,

• productivity factors,

• loss factors (including cmsumption, in-country eiuwm, and other losses),
and

* intrmnediate product trnsportMtio routes and quantities.
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(Almost all data elements in this spreadsheet are linked to the previous Database
spreadsheet. However, they can be easily overridden if alternative data are
available.)

The general procedure followed in this spreadsheet is to calculate the gross
intermediate product, subtract losses, transfer the intermediate product, then
process it to the next stage (or intermediate product).4 Table B.3 is a
representation of the spreadsheet for the initial calculation-harvested area.
Notice, it begins with cultivated areas, subtracts losses," due either to eradication
or other (i.e., fields left fallow), yielding the harvested area. Factors shown for
leaf yields per hectare are applied and the multiplication takes us to the first
stage-leaf. Losses from in-country consumption, seizures or other (i.e.,
spoilage, inventory shrinkage, etc.) are subtracted from gross leaf yield. The net
leaf yield is either transferred to other countries or remains in country for further
processing. Leaf-to-paste conversion factors are shown, taking us to the next
step, aad so on. Leaf, paste, and base parallel the same format in the
spreadsheet.

As can be seen in Table B.4, Bolivia cultivated an estimated 53,920 hectares of
coca in 1989, and approximately 5 percent of this area was eradicated (none was

left fallow). On average, in 1989, one hectare yielded 1.48 metric tons of coca leaf,
yielding about 76,096 metric tons of leaf available for further processing.
Looking to the next stage, we see that Bolivia begins with 76,096 metric tons of

Table B.3

Database Criteria and Extract Range

Criteria

Country Year Reference Leafyield Leaf2Paste Paste2Base Base2C.HCL

1989 [2] Low
XXX=

Extract
Range

Country Year Reference Leafyield Leaf2Paste Paste2Base Base2C.HCL

Bolivia 1989 [2] Low 1.48 110 3 1.1
Colombia 1989 [2] Low 08 130 4 1.1
Ecuador 1989 [2] Low 1.5 100 3 1
Peru 1989 [21 Low 1.14 115 2.8 1

4T-he umplict asaumption is that the Iosses are of goods produced in woimtry.
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Table .4

Format of the Production Spreadsheet

Cultivation/Production
(i) -Minus- (2)

Cultivated
Hectares

Cultivated Hectares Area Other After Leaf Yield
Before Losses Eradicated Loss Losses Factors

Bolivia 53,920 2,504 0 51,416 1.48
Colombia 42,500 641 0 41,859 0.80
Ecuador 240 60 0 180 1.50
Peru 1 2 0 , 4 1 5 a 1,285 0 119,130 1.14

Total 217,075 Total 212,585

Second Stage-Leaf
(In Metric Tons)

-Minus-
Leaf Before Losses Leaf Leaf Leaf Other Leaf After

and Transfers Consumed Seized Loss Losses

Bolivia 76,096 10,000 0 7,610 58,486
Colombia 33,487 0 203 0 33,284
Ecuador 270 0 0 0 270
Peru 135,808 11,536 444 0 123,828
Total 245,661 Total 215,869

Transfer; - I w
Leaf

Transfer Total
Transfer From To Outgoing

Argentina Brazil Colombia Ecuador
Bolivia 0% 0% 0% 0% 0
Colombia 0% 0% 0% 0% 0
Ecuador 0% 0% 0% 0% 0
Peru 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

0 0 0 0 0
Total Out

0
Total In

aF•.adited am is finked to CodW Othe Ims is rot lining.

leaf, of which some is consumed and some is lost, giving a net coca leaf available

of 58,486 metric tons. We also see that no leaf was transferred between Bolivia

and other producer countries. Therefore, Bolivia has 58A85 metric tons available

to process to paste, and so on. As described earlier in this report, built-in graphs

provide summary information for this and other spreadsheets.
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International Transportation

This spreadsheet begins with final product ready for export from the Production
spreadsheet just described and estimates the amount that is successfully
smuggled into the United States. Simply, as the schematic in Figure B.3 shows, it

is a series of input matrices that systematically divides the drug volume from

producer countries, to shipping countries, to markets, to US. regious, and finally
to U.S. regions and transportation modes. This spreadsheet contains the
following estimates:

"* the amount transiting each smuggler country

"* the amount exported to markets other than the United States

"* the amount coming into the United States

"* the amount, net of seizures, that makes it into the United States by region

and transportation mode.

The first matrix distributes the drug from producer countrm to shipping

countries. For example, Bolivian cocaine is shipped to Colombia and Brazil, and

inputs Outputs

Transportation of C.HCI among"players"J J C.HCl coming into the
United States by region and

Transportation of C.HCI to 1mode
"smarkets" (countries)

#1 Numbers of vehicles carrying
Distribution of incoming C.HCI [_C.HCI into the United States

among U.S. entry zones

Distribution of transportation I HI into f th e zU.Syregion and
modes into U.S. entry zones i t U

Seizures of C.HCI in MTs (trans-
portation mode by U.S. entry region) J

Fipure B.3-Intemational Tramnsportation Spreadsheet:
A Schematic Repreentation
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some Peruvian cocaine is shipped to Ecuador and Brazil. The amounts are

strictly the amounts sent to transshipment nodes and not markets.

The second input matrix distributes the drug to the markets. Table B5 is a

representation of this matrix; sample shipping countries are listed in the left-

hand column and the markets are identified across the top row. The United

States and Canada are identified separately; all other markets are denoted by

continent. We have included an additional "market"-storage--which can hold

the product for distribution in a later year.5 Below each shipping country listed
in the left-hand column is a figure representing the metric tons of cocaine ready

for shipment to market. The user would enter the percentage of this amount that

is distributed to each market, and the computer will calculate the metric tonnage
right below the input value. For example, according to our calculations for 1989,

Argentina had 7.9 metric tons of cocaine to smuggle, of which 100 percent was

shipped to Europe. The source or rationale for the 100-percent estimate is

included in a note "behind" the cell and, in this example, is an estimate based on

the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) smuggling routes map (1989), the
INCSR (1990), and other miscellaneous information. 6 Alternatively, the user can

simply input the estimated percentage headed for the US. market and ignore the

other markets. In either case, this matrix estimates the volume of drug being sent

to the United States. The next step is to estimate how much is being smuggled

into each region of the United States.

Table B.5

Input Matrix for C.HCO Distrbution to Markets
(in percent convrted to metric tons)

Transport To:

S.E. Europe/ Subtotal Alternative
Asia/ Middle To to Other Amount Amount

From: Canada Pacific East storage Markets to U.S. to U.S.

Argentina 0 0 100 0 100 0 N/A
7.9 0 0 7.9 0 7.9 0.0 N/A
Bolivia 0 0 0 0 0 100 N/A
16.6 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 16.6 N/A

Brazil 0 0 90 0 90 10 N/A
35.3 0 0 31.8 0 31.8 3.5 N/A

5•wo sh 7 Cidty, we ha. pwvded one smae pohit ofmpq*hly, th. cmud be ampr at
ntaa rss oftOw prdt FmrPp iI

&he re m oe a note behind a cell is indicated by a smal quuae (an ariw on the Macdroih)
in the upper righnd c r of die clL
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The third input matrix is patterned very similarly to the second. Smuggling
countries are shown in the left-hand column with the amount destined for the

U.S. market, and the regions of the United States are shown across the top row
(these regions are defined in Appendix A). The user enters the percentage that is
smuggled from each shipping country to each region of the United States. The
routes identified in this spreadsheet were approximated from a DEA map of
drug trafficking routes. The absence of an entry indicates that there is no route
between the shipping country and the U.S. region.7

The next input matrix is again patterned similarly to the previous two matrices.

It distributes the drug flow into each U.S. region among a number of
transportation modes:

"* Commercial air * Private air

"* Commercial sea * Private sea
"* Commercial land 9 Private land

Commercial air includes passengers carrying illicit drugs, as well as packaged
drugs contained in cargo. Commercial land includes tractor trailers, while
private land includes private and recreational vehicles, as well as persons
carrying packages. The others are self-explanatory. The distribution of drug
traffic into these transportation modes can be based on seizure or other relevant
data. For convenience, illustrative default distributions are provided. The
distributions are specific to each entry region; that is, every route feeding the

Southeast United States will have the same distribution based on the seizures in
that region. (Default values can be easily overridden.)

The final input matrix in the International Transportation spreadsheet is for

estimates of seizures, roughly limited to those at US. borders.

Several columns to the right of these input matrices in the spreadsheet are tables
of results. The first table shows the amount of drug smuggled over the various
routes to the United States. Table B.6 shows a section of this table. Each entry in
the table represents the estimate of metric tonnage of cocaine that traveled from
the shipping countries listed in the left-hand column, to the US. entry region
listed along the top row, sorted by transportation mode. For example, an
estimated 36.96 metric tons traveled from Colombia to the southeast United
States by private air in 1989.

7Drug Tmffiddg Routes, DEA Map, 1969.
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Table 3.6

Output: Volume of C.HC by Route and Trarportation Mode
(it, metric tow)

North- North- South- South- South-
Central east east Central West West

Commercial Air
Argentina 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Bolivia 0.00 0.00 2.82 0.00 0.00 0.00
Brazil 0.00 0.12 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00
Colombia 0.00 2.97 15.26 0.00 0.00 0.26
Ecuador 1.95 0.37 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.13
Mexico 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82
Panama 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Peru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09
Venezuela 0.00 1.73 4.45 0.00 0.00 0.00

Private Air
Argentina 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Bolivia 0.00 0.00 6.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Brazil 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00
Colombia 0.00 0.00 33.06 1.27 16.21 0.26
Ecuador 3.31 0.00 2.05 0.63 1.34 0.13
Mexico 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.22 0.82
Panama 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Peru 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.09
Venezuela 0.00 0.00 9.64 0.00 0.00 0.00

Subtotal
Comair 1.95 5.18 23.77 0.00 0.00 1.31
Privair 3.31 0.00 51.51 1.90 43.68 1.31

The same format is repeated for the other transportation modes, and the

summary statistics shown in Table B.7 are calculated at the end of the table in the

spreadsheet. Built-in graphs also display summary information.

U.S. Distribution

The final system spreadsheet tracks the domestic distribution of cocaine. It

begins with the amount successfully smuggled into each of the US. entry

regions. (Again, while these values are linked to the previous spreadsheet, they
can be overridden.) A column is available to add domestic production to the

amount imported. While this is not necessarily relevant for cocame, we wanted

to maintain consistency of form with the other system description. This table

gemerates an estimate of the total amount of cocaine available for domestic

distriluhon.
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Table B.7

Summary Statistics for Volume of C.HC! by Route and Transportation Mode
(in metric tons)

Totals 5.26 74.03 132.08 15.85 171.30 52.38 450.90
by North North- South South South-
Region: Central east east Central west West Totals

1.17% 16.42% 29.29% 3.52% 37.99% 11.62% 100.00%

Totals by Transportation Mode Totals by Country

AIR: 134 29.70% Argentina 0.00 0.00%
commercial 32 7.14% Bolivia 15.67 3.47%
private 102 22.56% Brazil 3.33 .074%

LAND: 160 35.49% Colombia 211.91 47.00%
commercial 21 4.58% Ecuador 31.56 7.00%
private 139 30.91% Mexico 131.87 29.25%

SEA: 157 34.81% Panama 0.00 0.00%
commercial 79 17.51% Peru 7.12 1.58%
private 78 17.30% Venezuela 49.45 10.97%

The remainder of this spreadsheet distributes the drug throughout the United

States and calculates the numbers of individuals in each of the drug-market

hierarchy levels, based on estimates of the supply, purity levels, and annual

usage. The final table compares the estimated user prevalence with the National

Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) National Household Survey estimate. 8 Even

fewer data are available for this part of the system description than for the

production and international transportation sections, so almost all the numbers

shown here are illustrative.

Figure BA shows a schematic of this spreadsheet. Once we have the estimate of

the amount of drug entering the various U.S. regions (step A), we provide the

capability to estimate interregional tranfers (step B) to get an estimate of the
gross amount ready for sales. The procedure here mirrors the procedure in the

International Transportation spreadsheet: The user enters the estimate of the

percentage of drug available that is shipped from the entry regions to the
demand regions. In step C, the losses due either to domestic enforcement or

inventory and other losses are subtracted. Step D, which is optional, allocates the

regional quantities to cities within the region. The cities included are those

identified as high-intensity trafficking areas by the National Drug Control

Strategy Report, January 1990, augmented by those classified by the FBI as Level

I or U cities for drug trafficking activities. Steps E and F contain inputs for the

NatImuI Housaiad Swmy an Dnig Abus Pqpu1dtwn Esmui 198, U. Deparment of HDMl
and Hunam Services NatimW nal siute on Drug Abuse 1969.
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IC.HCI cowning Into the United States1
by region (men c tons)

I__nterrglons ftrnsfes of C.HCI J

Intramglonal dftribution of not C.HCIj

IDnQ mafkMirrcydtuf ai

_DrW "ad*a -ou data_

FgReM 34--U.S. Distribution Sprmadsbsu A Sd1mmaatic Rpeiaa

final table, step G, which m turn calculates the numbers of nindmduals involved
in the trade at each level in the mnarket. Thus final table is reproduced in Table
B-8. The regions and citie appear in the left-handl colunn, and the trade
hierarchy appears across the top. Each, entry r Fzemres-nts the numnbers of
individuals involved in the trade for the given year based on the drug supply.

The final columns compare the drug user prevalence (based on supply estimates)
to a demtand-based estimate of drug use to determine, whether the two estimates
are at ali consistent. It is worth pointing out here that~ using 1991 data, the
calculated prevalence anid NAS prevalence are markedly difiererd (see Appendlix
C)9

9We hav usd dab rm &Mth Nadama Hwasdwi Ssuve ar owr dWW.bMW -tbw. but
n with Af Ot. d~at in Ue mod@L. Owe umr may Suabskbut br"do&.
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Table 3.8

Drug Market Fopulatim Data

Mid- National
Level Household

Users Popula- Calculated Survey

Distrib-Whole- (in tion Preva- Preva-
utors salers Dealers 000s) (in 0009) lence lence Ratio

North Central
Chicago (II) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 4.9% NA
Detroit (II) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 4.9% NA
All Other 846 1,691 4,026 2,416 58,031 4.2% 4.9% 0.85

North East
Boston (I) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 4.2% NA
Newark (II) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 4.2% NA
New York (I) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 4.2% NA
All Other 721 1,442 3,433 2,060 47,152 4.4% 4.1% 1.08

South East
Atlanta 0 0 0 0 0 NA 2.6% NA
Miami (I) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 2.6% NA
All Other 426 851 2,027 1,216 30,996 3.9% 2.6% 1.51

South Central
New Orleans 0 0 0 0 0 NA 2.6% KA

All Other 90 180 429 257 14,860 1.7% 2.6% 0.67

South West
El Paso (I) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 2.6% NA
Houston (I) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 2.6% NA
All Other 316 633 1,506 904 19,900 4.5% 3.3% 1.37

West

Los Angeles (I) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 6.1% NA
San Diego (I1) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 6.1% NA
San Fran. (II) 0 0 0 0 0 NA 6.1% NA
Seattle 0 0 0 0 0 NA 6.1% NA
All Other 478 955 2,274 1,365 30,193 4.5% 6.1% 0.74

U.S. Total 2,876 5,752 13,696 8,217 201.131 4.10 4.1%

NOTE: ONDCP has designated Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York City, and the
entire Southwest Border as High-Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas-those with the most
serious drug trafficking problems and most pressing needs for federal intervention.
Similarly, the FBI classifies cities as first-, second-, or third-level drug
distribution centers-indicated with roman numerals in the table.
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C. For the User. Spreadsheet Guidelines

The data used in the main body of the text are from 1989. The data in the
spreadsheets themselves have been updated to 1991. So the tables accompanying

this appendix, which are taken directly from the spreadsheets, contain 1991 data.

The system description consists of four spreadsheets:

1. COCADATA for the cocaine database

2. COCAPROD for processing and movement

3. COCATRAN for international tranportation

4. COCAUSA for US. distribution.

The graphs associated with the worksheets are saved in separate files known as
chart files.

Each spreadsheet has cells that are linked to data in the previous worksheet, so
all the spreadsheets must be open. The chart files should generally be open as

well. Any spreadsheets not of immediate interest can be hidden with the
WWdw Hide command. Once the worksheets are all open, they can be saved
with the Fil Sve Worbpe command. A workspace file contains a list of all
the documents open at the time you choose the Save Worbpa command. So
the next time you use the model, you can open the files all at once just by clicking

on the workspace file.

A spreadsheet that has cells linked to data in another worksheet is called

"dependent" on that other worksheet. For instance, COCAPROD is dependent
on COCADATA; COCATRAN is dependent on COCAPROD;, and so on. As long
as all the dependent worksheets are open, if you save a worksheet under a
different rne, the linked cell refereces in the dependent worksheet(s) will also

change. If a chart file is open (and not hidden), any chnges made in the data it is
linked to will be immediately reflected in the graph.

Lkced cells use absolhte addresses (not relative addresses for the cells they link
to). So, let us say you expanded the database in COCADATA, and y-ur data
extract range now starts at row 230 rather than row 226. You will get incorect (if
any) data in the linked dependent cells in COCAPROD unless you manually
change the address thme cells link to. (See the Excel manual.) You will also need
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to redefine the database range in COCADATA using the Data Set Database

command.

It is good practice to make a working copy of the original "master" files and store
the master files in a safe place-perhaps a separate directory (PC) or folder
(Mac). It is also good practice to click on the Read Only option in the Open

Document dialog box. When this box is chcked, the program allows you to
view and edit the file, but requires you to save it under another name so you

cannot overwrite the file you started with. This feature is especially helpful if

you are doing, for example, sensitivity analyses and want to save several
versions with different data estimates.

Nomenclature

Blue cells are meant to alert the user that they are linked to other worksheets. Of
course, the user may override and enter other data, but restoring these links
requires using the "master" version (or a knowledgeable user can restore them
manually). Red cells indicate a user should enter his/her own data.

Other cells with a little red square (IBM) or arrow (Apple) in the upper right-

hand corner have a note "behind" the cell explaining something about the data in
the cell, or if there is a column of like numbers, the note may reference the entire

column (in a column of numbers, it may only be the first cell that has a note).
This note can be viewed by using the command Formula Note or by double-

clicking on the cell The dialog box will also show a list of other notes in the
spreadsheet that can be viewed by clicking on any entry in the list. See the Excel

manual about viewing or printing all the notes on a spreadsheet.

Some Features of Using the Database in COCADATA

Users who are unfamiliar with using a spreadsheet database are strongly
encouraged to read the Excel manual chapter on anmlyzing and reporting
database information.

The defined criteria range in the master spreadsheet has two rows under the field

names. Excel treats criteria entered on the same row as a logical "and," while
criteria entered on difference rows are treated as a logical "or." In the example in

the main text, "1989" is entered under the field name "YEAR" and "[2]LOW" is
entered in the same row under the field named "REFERENCE." In extracting
records, the program interprets this to mean, pick those records that have a year
of 1989 and a reference of [2]LOW. If no criterion is entered under a field name,
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the program interprets it to mean, pick any (all) criteria for that field. Thus, if an
entire row in the criteria range is left completely blank, the program will extract
all records in the database. It is good practice to put stoppers in the form of
"XXXX" or the like under a field name in each row in the criteria range to avoid
inadvertently extracting all the data records.

In the master spreadsheet, the extract range is at the bottom of the spreadsheet
and is defined as the row of field names. This is done to avoid guessing at how
much space might be needed to extract records. However, each time you use the
Data Extract command, all previous data in the extract range are cleared. If you
want to save these data for some reason, copy them to another area of the

worksheet or to another worksheet.

A database can provide an analyst with summary statistics about the data. For
instance, the DAVERAGE function can be used to find the average cultivation
area. See Database Functions in the Excel manual.

Cell Locations

The figures on the following pages depict the various sections of the four
spreadsheets. The text across from each figure describes that section of the

spreadsheet.
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Figure Cl-The Cultivation and Production of Coca Leaf
(Cells Al to K(34)
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Figure C.A shows the first tables in the cocaine production spreadsheet,

COCAPROD.XLS. Virtually all of the data shown in this figure are linked to the
data spreadsheet, COCADATA.XLS. The user can, of course, override any of
these values. One can see Bolivia's cultivated hectares before losses (53,386) in

cell CII, eradication area (5,486) in cell Ell, and other losses (0) in cell FlI. The
number of estimated hectares after losses (47,900) is shown in Gll. The
estimated coca leaf yield factor, or the metric tons of coca leaf produced fiom one
hectare (1.64), is displayed in cell J1l. Since Bolivia has an estimated 47,900
hectares and a leaf yield factor of 1.64, the resulting estimated production of coca
leaf is 78,400 metric tons, which is illustrated in cell C27. Bolivian consumption

(10,000), seizures (123), and other losses (0) are presented in cells E27, F27, and
G27, respectively. The resulting estimate of Bolivian coca leaf production ready
for conversion to paste (68,277) is shown in cell 127.
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Figure C.2 shows the nc,,t section of the cocaine production spreadsheet,
COCAPROD.XLS. The user may decide whether to ship coca leaf from one

country to another (it could be shipped to another country for consumption,
storage, or further processing). The percentage to be shipped should be entered
in the cell range D41 to G47. No transshipments are reflected in this example.
However, if a transshipment occurs, the amount of coca leaf after losses and

transfers is shown in cells D57 to D62. The next step entails converting the coca
leaf to paste, and the conversion factors are found in cells G57 to H62. In some

cases, these conversion factors can be calculated, but in others the user must
supply them. Finally, the source distribution matrix in cells K56 to P62 indicates
the source of the coca leaf for each country's supply. For instance, 100 percent of

Bolivia's 68,277 metric tons was grown in Bolivia. The pooled conversion factor
takes these percentages into account when calculating the value of the coca leaf-
to-paste conversion factor.
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Figure C.3 shows the next section of the cocaine production spreadsheet,
COCAPROD.XLS. The user can input data on the amount of paste that is
consumed, seized, or lost in the range of cells E76 to G81. Bolivia's value is 622.2
(cell C76). This is derived by taking its estimated amount of coca leaf, which is
68,277 metric tons (cell D57), and dividing it by its pooled conversion factor,
which is 109.7 (cell Q57). Since 0.94 metric ton of paste is subtracted, Bolivia

emerges with 621.7 metric tons (cell 176).
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Figure C.4 shows the next section of the cocaine production spreadsheet,

COCAPROD.XLS. The user may decide whether to ship paste from one country
to another (it could be shipped to another country for consumption, storage, or
further processing). The percentage to be shipped should be entered in the cell

range D91 to G97. No paste is transshipped in this example. However, after this

point, the amount of paste after losses and transfers is shown in cells D106 to
D111. The next step entails converting the paste to base, and the conversion
factors are found in cells G106 to H11. In some cases, these conversion factors
are calculated from data in the model (but can be changed by the user). In other

cases, the user must supply them. Finally, the source distribution matrix in cells
K105 to Plll indicate the source of the paste for each country's supply. The
pooled conversion factor (cells Q106 to Q111) takes these percentages into

account when calculating the value of the coca leaf-to-paste conversion factor.
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Figure C.5 shows the next section of the cocaine production spreadsheet,

COCAPROD.XLS. The user can input data on the amount of cocaine paste that is

consumed, seized, or lost in the range of cells E124 to G129. Bolivia's value is

213.5 (cell C124). This is derived by taking its estimated amount of paste, which

is 622 metric tons (cell D106), and dividing it by its pooled conversion factor,

which is 2.9 (cell Q106). Since 3.12 metric tons of base are subtracted due to

seizures, Bolivia emerges with 210 metric tons (cell 1124).
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Figure C.6 shows the next section of the cocaine prod: mnon spreadsheet,
COCAPROD.XLS. The user may decide whether to ship base from one country

to another (it could be shipped to another country for consumption, storage, or
further processing). The percentage to be shipped should be entered in the cell

range C139 to G145. For example, Bolivia is shipping 5 percent of its base to

Argentina, as reflected in cell D139, and 65 percent to Colombia, as indicated in

cell F139. Once the transshipments have occurred, the amount of base after

losses and transfers is shown in cells D154 to D159. The next step entails

converting the base to cocaine (C.HCI), and the conversion factors are found in

cells G154 to G159. In some cases these conversion factors can be calculated, but

in others, the user must supply them. Finally, the source distribution matrix in

cells K153 to P159 indicates the source of the base for each country's supply.

Using Colombia as an example, 23.6 percent of its base was produced from coca

leaf grown in Bolivia, 8.1 percent was grown in Colombia, and 68.2 percent was

grown in Peru. The pooled conversion factor takes these percentages into

account when calculating the value of the base-to-cocaine conversion factor.
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Figure C-7--Produding Cocaine
(Cells AIL65 to Kim2
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Figure C.7 shows the next section of the cocaine production spreadsheet,

COCAPROD.XLS. The user can input data on the amount of cocaine that is

consumed, seized, or lost in the range of cells E172 to G177. Bolivia's value is

57.4 (cell C172). This is derived by taking its estimated amount of base, which is

63 metric tons (cell D154), and dividing it by its pooled conversion factor, which

is 1.1 (cell Q154). An estimated 0.32 metric ton is consumed (cell E172), but none

is seized or lost. Consequently, Bolivia emerges with 57.1 metric tons of cocaine

(cell 1172).
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Figure C.8-International Transportation of Cocaine
(Cells Al to 717)
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Figure C.8 shows the first section of the cocaine transportation spreadsheet,
COCATRAN.XLS. The user decides whether to add additional cocaine into the
system. If so, these data would be added in the range of cells E9 to E14 for
"storage" or G9 to G14 for alternative inputs. The source distribution matrix is
located in range of cells AFR to AKI4. The source distribution table indicates
where each country's cocaine supply was grown.
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Figure C.9 shows the next section of the cocaine transportation spreadsheet,

COCATRAN.XLS. The user may decide whether to ship cocaine from one
country to another. Bolivia's estimated cocaine production ready for export
(57.1) is presented in cell C9. This value is then carried down to cell A28. Bolivia
is shipping 30 percent of its cocaine to Brazil, a - indicated in cell G27, and 35
percent t( Colombia (cell 127). After the user inputs the relevant percentages,

formulas will automatically calculate the appropriate amount of cocaine that is
shipped to each country. (Note: The Source Distribution Table for this matrix is

in the range AF34 to AK43).
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Figure C.1O-Transportation of Cocaine to "Markets"f and Foreign Seizures
(Cells ASO to R98)
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Figure C.10 shows the next section of the cocaine transportation spreadsheet,
COCATRAN.XLS. The user may decide on which markets to send a country's
cocaine. Bolivia's estimated cocaine production ready for shipment to the
world's markets (20) is presented in cell A60. This cocaine can be allocated to the
world's markets by placing a percentage in cells C59 for Canada, E59 for
Southeast Asia and Pacific, G59 for Europe and the Middle East, 159 for storage,
and/or M59 for the United States. One can see, for example, that 100 percent of
Bolivia's cocaine is shipped to the United States, as indicated in cell M59. The
total amount of cocaine shipped to the United States (571.4) by all countries is
presented in cell M89, which represents 85.4 percent of all cocaine shipped to
market (cell M91). The estimate of 571.4 metric tons is carried down to cell A93.
Alternatively, the user may ignore the other markets and input only the amount
destined for the United States in column 0. If an amount is entered in column 0,
it overrides any amount calculated in column M. The user may then provide an
estimate of how much cocaine destined for the United States is seized inforeign
locations (32.86), as shown in cell A94. This amount is subtracted from the
system, and the resulting net amount (538.5) is provided in cell A96.
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Figure C.11-Distribution of Incoming Cocaine Among U.S. Entry Regions
(Cells A"9 to R141)
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Figure C. 11 shows the next section of the cocaine transportation spreadsheet,
COCATRAN.XLS. The user may decide to which of the six U.S. entry regions to
send a country's cocaine. In the example shown, Brazil has 3.9 metric tons in cell
A1 12 carried down from the previous table, and the user has specified that 50
percent is shipped to the Northeast region (cell Ell1) and 50 percent is shipped
to the Southeast region (cell Gill).
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Figure C.12-Distribution of Transorttion Modes into US. Entry Region$
(Cells A142 to M194)
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Figure C.12 shows the next section of the cocaine transportation spreadsheet,

COCATRAN.XLS. The user may decide on the transportation modes of the

cocaine into the six U.S. entry regions. In the example shown, 100 percent of the
cocaine entering the North Central region arrives through private air (cell C150).

All of the percentages in Table 5A are derived automatically from illustrative

seizure data in Table 6. Alternatively, the user can input other data in Table 5B.

If any data are provided by the user in Table 5B, they will be used instead of the
percentages in Table 5A. However, the user must ensure that the column totals

100 percent. Otherwise, none of the percentages in that column will be

recognized by the model.
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Figure C.13 shows the next section of the cocaine transportation spreadsheet,

COCATRANI.XS. The user may decide on the amount of cocaine that is seized

by entry region and transportation mode. In the example shown, a total of 99.4

metric tons is seized (cell 0218, 0219). In the Northeast, for instance, 0.577

metric tons are seized by commercial air (cell E201), 3.946 metric tons by private

air (E204), 3.941 metric tons by commercial sea (E213), and 4.897 metric tons by
private sea (E216).
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Figure C.14-Cocaine Entering the United States
(Cells Al to M33)
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Figure C.14 shows the first section of the cocaine U.S. distribution spreadsheet,

COCAUSA.XLS. In the example shown, 6.05 metric tons enter the North Central

region (after foreign and point of entry into the U.S. seizures), as reflected in cell
C13. The numbers in this column are linked to COCATRAN.XLS. There is also a

column for the user to input an alternative total (column I).
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Figure C.15 shows the next section of the cocaine U.S. distribution spreadsheet,

COCAUSA.XLS. The user may decide on any interregional domestic transfers of

cocaine. In this example, 25 percent of the cocaine shipped into the Southeast

region is shipped again to the North Central region, as shown in cell C46.

Moreover, 25 percent is shipped from the Southeast to the Northeast, as reflected

in cell E46. The user only needs to place a percentage in the cell; the amount of

cocaine to be shipped will be calculated automatically.
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Figure C.16 shows the next section of the cocaine U.S. distribution spreadsheet,

COCAUSA.XLS. The user may decide on the amount of cocaine to be withdrawn

from the system due to state and local seizures and, if desired, the amount of

cocaine to ship to some major cities. Domestic seizures are withdrawn from the

system by inputting values in cells E65 to E70. Also, other losses can be taken

from the system in cells G65 to G70. If the user desires to allocate the cocaine to

some major cities, this is accomplished by placing the percentage value in cells

C80-81, C85-87, C91-92, C96, C100-101, and/or C105-108.
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Figure C.17-Drug Market Hierarchy Tables
(Cells A112 to N155)
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Figure C.17 shows the next section of the cocaine U.S. distribution spreadsheet,

COCAUSA.XLS. The user may input an estimate on the average amount of

cocaine consumed. This figure shows data for distributors, wholesalers, street

dealers, and users. This figure indicates that 0.036 kg is the average annual value

for users. This is presented in cells C127, E127, G127, 1127, K127, and M127. An

alternative table, Table 5B, allows the user to input values too. If any values are

placed in this table, they will be used instead of the ones in Table 5A. If the user

desires to input an alternative amount of average use, these values can be input

into cells C149, E149, G149, 1149, K149, and M149.
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Figure C.18.-Purity Levels
(Cells AIM to E171)
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Figure C.18 shows the next section of the cocaine U.S. distribution spreadsheet,
COCAUSA.XLS. The user may input an estimate on the average purity level of
the cocaine. In this case, the average purity level for users (as opposed to
distributors, wholesalers, or dealers) is 70 percent (cell C168).
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Figure C.19 shows the last section of the cocaine U.S. distribution spreadsheet,
COCAUSA.XLS. The user must ensure that the population numbers presented
in column M are basically correct. These figures are based on 1990 census data.
The estimated number of users is presented in column I. These percentages are
compared to the population numbers in column M to obtain the calculated
prevalence percentage shown in column 0. This percentage can be compared to

the National Household Survey percentage presented in Column Q or an
alternative estimate supplied by the user. Finally, the ratio in column S is the
ratio of the model's calculated prevalence to the Household Survey's estimated

prevalence.
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D. A Short Primer on the INCSR's
Data Collection Methodology

In this appendix we present a verbatim portion of the 1991 International Narcotics
Control Strategy Report that discusses the methodology for estimating various
factors in illegal drug production. It identifies the estimates in which there is the
least (and most) certainty as well as some of the reasons for the differentials in
certainty.1 This discussion is applicable to cocaine, heroin, and marijuana.

Methodology for Estimating Illegal Drug Production How much
do we know? This report (1991 INCSR) contains tables showing a
variety of illicit narcotics-related data. While these numbers
represent the United States Government's (USG) best effort to
sketch the dimensions of the international drug problem, the reader
should be aware that the picture is not always as precise as we
would like it to be. The numbers range from cultivation figures,
hard data derived by proven means, to crop productiov and drug
yield estimates, where many more variables come into play. Since
much information is lacking where yields are concerned, the
numbers are subject to revision as more data becomes known.

What we know with reasonable certainty- The most reliable
information we have on illicit drugs is how many hectares are
under cultivation. For more than a decade, the USG has estimated
the extent of illicit cultivation in a dozen nations using proven
methods similar to those used to estimate the size of lbit crops at
home and abroad. We can thus estimate the size of crops with
reasonable accuracy.

What we know with lem certainty: Where crop ywelds are
concerned, the picture is less dear. How much of a finished
product a given ares will produce is difficult to estimate, since
small changes in such factors as soil fertility, weather, farming
techniques, and disease can produce widely varying results from
year to year and place to place. In addition, most illicit drug crop
areas are inaccessible to the USG, making scientific information
difficult to obtain. Moreover, we must stress that even as we refine
our methods of analysis, we are estimating potential crop available
for harvest. These estimates do not allow for losses, which could
represent anything from a tenth to a third (or move) of a crop in
some areas for some harvests. Thus, the estimate of the potential

1 ner to tw herum u rewwidm C=o S*fq Rqwt, Unitd Sa, Duamumt of Slat.,
Mardi 1991, pp. 7-8.
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crop is useful in providing comparative analysis from year to year,
but the actual quantity of final product remains elusive.

Harvest Estimates: Estimating the quantities of coca leaf, opium
gum, and marijuana actually harvested and available for processing
into finished narcotics remains a major challenge. We currently
cannot accurately estimate this amount for any illicit crop in any nation.
While farmers naturally have strong incentives to maximize their
harvests of what is almost always their most profitable cash crop,
the harvest depends upon the efficiency of farming practices and
the wastage caused by poor practices or difficult weather
conditions during and after harvest. A tenth to a third (or more) of
a crop may be lost in some areas during harvests. Additional
information and analysis may enable us to make adjustments for
these factors in the future. Similar deductions for local
consumption of unprocessed coca leaf and opium may be possible
as well through the accumulation of additional information and
research.

Processing Estimates: The wide variation in processing efficiencies
achieved by traffickers complicates the task of estimating the
quantity of cocaine or heroin which could be refined from a crop.
These efficiencies vary because of differences in the origin and
quality of the raw material used, the technical processing method
employed, the size and sophistication of laboratories, and the skill
and experience of local workers and chemists. The USG continues
to estimate potential cocaine production as a range based on proc-
essing efficiencies that appear to be most common.

The actual amount of dry coca leaf or opium converted into a final
product during any time period remains unknown, given the
possible losses noted earlier. There are indications, however, that
cocaine processing efficiencies improved during the 1980s, and that
traffickers still have considerable room for improvement_

Figures will change as techniques and data quality improve: The
reader may askc are this year's figures definitive? The reply is,
almost certainly, some are not Additional research may result in
future revision to USG estimates of potential drug production. For
the present, however, these statistics represent the state of the art.
As the art improves, so will the precision of the estimates.
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E. A Simulation to Test for the Effect of
Propagating Errors in the Model

Because of the high number of parameters in the model and the likelihood that

most are estimated with some degree of error, there is the possibility that evf..i

slight errors in parameter values can propagate throughout the system and

translate into large errors in the later stages of the model. We conducted a

simulation to test the model's robustness in the face of these propagating errors.

We chose six parameters and randomly changed each by an amount within 20

percent of the initial value. 1 Then, we compared the model's estimated number

of users from each of the 50 iterations to the model's beginning value.2

The six parameters are taken from each of the model's spreadsheets (i.e.,
production, transportation, and domestic distribution) and represent all of the

model's parameters in terms of their impact on the model's output. In short,

some parameters have a large influence on the model's output, while others have

relatively little impact. The six parameters are

" Peru Production Factor (metric tons of leaf per hectare)-Peru constitutes

about 57 percent of the estimated hectares of coca under cultivation for 1991.3

The sensitivity analysis presented in Table 4.1 reveals that this parameter
exercises a significant impact on the model's output For example, a 50-

percent change in this parameter results in an 48-percent change in the

estimated number of users.

" Bolivia Consumption (metric tons)-Approximately 10,000 metric tons were

consumed in Bolivia during 1991, making it one of the largest domestic

consumers of coca leaf among the four producing countries included in the

model However, it is likely that this parameter has an isignificant

influence on the model's output. For example, as presented in Table 4.1,

Peru's leaf consumption is also 10,000 metric tons, and a 50-percent change in

its parameter results in a 4-percent change in the estimated number of users.

IWe used xcer's random ber gerator to restte a tab"e of rmunom mnbers that ranged in
value form -20 peacet to +20 percent The 2).pwit figum is somnewat abtrary, but we believe it
is an appropriate amomt for this illuwative emis

2Any pro"pgati erram would ostaubly find their greatest impact at the end of the model, so
we derided to use the estimated mbne of user becm it is the final model estimate.

3 lis Iwnchldes Bolivia, Colombi, cuador, mad Pem
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"* Foreign Seizures (metric tons)-With only around 33 metric tons of cocaine
removed from the system, it is likely that this parameter will have a

negligible impact on the model's output.

"• Average Purity-This parameter can have a major influence over the model's

output. Indeed, the sensitivity analysis presented in Table 4.1 reveals that a

50-percent change in this parameter results in a 30-percent change in the

estimated number of users.

"* Domestic Seizures (metric tons)-Since only about 7 metric tons of cocaine

were extracted from the system in 1991, it is likely that this parameter will

have a minor effect on the model's output.

"* Annual Consumption (kilograms)--This parameter can potentially have a

major effect on the model's output The sensitivity analysis in Table 4.1

shows that a 5O-percent change in its value results in a 33-percent change in

the estimated number of users.

The output from the simulation is presented in Table E.1. The beginning value in

the model for the estimated number of users is 16.9 million.4 The minimum

value obtained is 11.4 million (or 67 percent of the beginning value), the

maximum is 28.9 million (170 percent of the beginning value), the median is 16.9

million (100 percent of the beginning value), and the mean is 17.6 million (104

percent of the beginning value).

Table El

Output fom the Simulation

Users Users Users Users Users
Iteration (000) Iter. (000) Iter. (000) Iter. (000) Iter. (000)
1 24,781 11 17,406 21 17,013 31 13,996 41 21,712
2 23,716 12 16,933 22 17,234 32 17,364 42 20,639
3 20,034 13 16,373 23 19,020 33 14,575 43 16,102
4 13,630 14 18,862 24 14,645 34 12,051 44 18,678
5 14,607 15 15,527 25 16,163 .35 28,912 45 12,541
6 12,368 16 17,828 26 17,424 36 15,986 46 16,700
7 15,025 17 15,583 27 21,620 37 16,148 47 16,186
8 27,427 18 11,379 28 14,773 38 21,512 48 16,047
9 15,007 19 18,262 29 19,558 39 14,964 49 16,888
10 21,452 20 16,611 30 17,719 40 24,187 50 18,701

4One should not intaet this u our definitive estimate of the number of Ccaine users in the
United States. Rather, it should be interpreted as the number of users there must be flowsec"t all
preous Waeter estmates m the model.
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These data are largely clustered around the beginning value. This is evidenced
by the fact that 74 percent of the simulation output is within 25 percent of the
beginning value, as illustrated in Figure El.

Morever, these data are more or less uniformly distributed around the beginning
value, but some skewing is evident. This is illustrated in Figure E2.

We conclude from this simulation that the model is generally robust in the face of

propagating errors. The vast majority of the simulation output falls dose to the

beginning value of 16.9 million. Indeed, 74 percent of the simulation output falls
within 25 percent of the beginning value. In a limited number of cases, however,

the effect of propagating errors produces values that are significantly different
from the beginning value. All of this suggests that in most cases (but not all) the

errors will countervail each other.

NOMEIL I0GW
30 _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure Li-Fifty Random Changes in Six Cocaine Parametem 74 Percent of
Simulation Output Is Within 25 Percent of the Beginning Value
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